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ARCTIC SOVEREIGNTY AND INFORMATION WARFARE:
THE NEW BATTLESPACE IN THE NORTH

Introduction
The Arctic is experiencing a period of intense interest in recent years. The receding ice is
presenting new options for trans-ocean shipping, economic development and resource
exploration. As the water ways open and make our world a little bit smaller, emerging Arctic
nations and traditional Arctic nations area racing to make their claims in the ice and snow.
These claims are not limited to economic ambitions. The open passage ways and the
untapped geographic space are also raising intense interest in terms of military potential in the
Arctic. The isolated and punishing territory are challenging but also make it the perfect place to
hide in plain sight along the border of Canada and the United States. Nations like Russia and
China have taken definitive steps to establish a significant presence in the North.1 A critical piece
of this presence is not in the manifestation of soldiers, equipment and infrastructure on the
ground but within the information domain as part of strategic information warfare campaigns to
influence, affect perceptions and validate realities that support their broader national power
agendas.2
These strategies are complex and multidimensional. Their effectiveness depends heavily
on emerging information technology and globalization realities that have changed what
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constitutes a battlespace and the overall landscape and understanding of what modern day
warfare is. Further, the use of the combination of real military establishments and information
warfare campaigns is posing a significant challenge to Canada and other Arctic nations who must
decide what actions they will take in the face of emerging threats in this vast northern territory.3
This paper will demonstrate that information warfare is an emerging yet critical form of
militarization that is taking place in the North by both Russian and China. This threat, while nontraditional and non-linear in nature, is changing the narrative of the north and must be considered
as a credible threat to the understanding of Arctic narratives, the legitimacy of Arctic sovereignty
claims and Arctic security.
This paper will first define information warfare and factors influencing changing warfare
landscapes. The paper will then explore Russian and China’s information warfare campaigns and
consider them in context of their impact on Canadian Arctic sovereignty and security and the
wider implications across defence alliances and Arctic partners.

Information Technology and Globalization
The landscape of war has changed. War is no longer solely defined by a declaration of
intent and traditional battle on set geographical space. War today is facing a unique reality that
means it is both undefined by space yet limited by the interconnectedness of our planet. At the
heart of this transition are information and communication technology and globalization.
The power to influence, recruit and radicalize beyond geographical space has obliterate
traditional geographical boundaries that previously defined and limited engagement in traditional
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warfare. Space, time, even language has been transcended by the internet, social media platforms
and the emerging importance of imagery and video to define the reality of specific periods in
time and space. The information battlespace as a weapon and force multiplier is able to shrink
vast geographical space and amplify military effectiveness by evening the playing field against
traditional military superpowers by drawing war into the public domain and blurring the
definitions of what is war and what is peace.4
The inter connectedness of global economies, military alliances and food distribution has
at the same time made the world smaller. The globalization of our economies, cultures and
engagements have also complicated traditional warfare and raised the importance of information
warfare. The interdependence of enemies and allies in our shrinking global village has made the
notion of traditional declarations of war unsustainable. This interdependence, along with
emerging information platforms, has created the perfect setting for the escalation of
informational conflict.
Additionally, globalization also speaks to a shift towards a greater reliance on coalitions
which has increased the vulnerabilities of the security postures of all partners to strategic
information warfare attacks, giving opponents a disproportionate strategic advantage.5

Information Warfare
An early 1996 RAND study6 identified “strategic information warfare” as a critical
military consideration for the US and other nations. A number of factors were driving the focus
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to complex information battlespaces and increasing use of information warfare. These
considerations included low entry and sustainment costs, emerging information technology,
blurred traditional boundaries between public versus private, warlike versus criminal behavior
and geographic boundaries, the expanded role for perception management and poorly understood
strategic information warfare vulnerabilities.7
Information warfare today is based on saturation and dominance. Matt Lauder, a Defence
Scientist with Defence Research and Development Canada, has called the methodology “highly
sophisticated, subtle, pervasive and decentralized”.8 Lauder suggests the actions can sometimes
seem disorganized or sloppy but “the ends justify the means because it is all about effects.” 9
Critical to modern information warfare are active measures and military deception nested
in reflexive control which is used as a behaviour strategy. Active measures include direct action,
psychological coercion, influence operations, propaganda, psychological manipulation,
information sabotage and subversion, dis and misinformation, character assassination and smear
campaigns. This approach uses both civilian and military assets which include political,
economic, legal, social and scientific information delivered through multiple disseminators
ranging from official to unofficial. Information and action, covert and overt, all blur together
with minimal attribution unless it suits a strategic intent. Most importantly, there are no moral
constraints in a strategy where multiple activities are put in play to achieve objectives; ensuring
there is never a single point of failure.10
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Information warfare can appear disorganized or prone to failure because some initiatives
fail to launch. But, its success rate is actually grounded in the shear saturation of active measures
in play through diverse delivery mechanisms and disseminators. No audience is missed and the
volume allows for failures along the way without jeopardizing intended strategic effects. The
approach evolves, develops, adapts. Successes are reinforced and failures are abandoned. The
speed at which the information warfare model expands, adapts and engages new methods and
mediums and lets go of failed measures is central to its success and accelerated by the reality that
truth is neither relevant or required to win.
Further, information warfare is about long term commitment to the use of the information
domain as an effective operational environment that can shape the battlespace. While various
methods and approaches may be discarded, if they are ineffective, the overall approach is always
central to both government and military strategy at the highest levels.

Russian in the Arctic
Russia has maintained a focus on the Arctic for both its economic and military value as
the water ways have opened up. In recent years, Russia has launched a new Arctic Command,
four new Arctic Brigade teams, 14 new operational airports, 16 deep water ports and 40
icebreakers with 11 more being built11. As they have built their conventional warfare
capabilities, they have also amped up a strategic information warfare campaign.
Russia’s Arctic information campaign is based on three areas of focus: the projection of
power, legitimacy and limited sovereignty. The key to the strategy is the militarization of the
11
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Kremlin’s foreign policy towards the Arctic with a clear emphasis on confusion of global public
opinion.12 As was predicted by Professor Aleksandr Selidanov, Russia’s use of information
warfare is a means to “non-traditionally occupy” or “control territory and make use of its
resources without the necessity of the victor’s physical presence”.13 While there is no question
that Russia has taken actual traditional military actions in the Arctic, the effectiveness of these
assets, the greater perception of Russian legitimacy and countering the legitimacy of other Arctic
states is where Russian information warfare plays out.
Since 2007, Russia’s Ministry of Defense has consistently called for the development of
Russian military facilities in the Arctic to meet emerging dangers. 14 These threats are generally
vague in nature, but always amplified in official Russian literature.15 Their purpose is to set the
stage for validating the legitimacy of Russian actions and defensive postures. In 2015, Russia
amplified national literature with a re-asserted call to be named the sole owner of 463000 square
miles of Arctic territory in a renewed petition to the United Nations.16
These official statements are continuously amplified by a series of active measures
including imagery and video manipulation showing what appear to be thousands of Russian
soldiers with reindeer, snow machines, aircraft and military installations. The imagery and
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propaganda videos are consistently reused and/or presented misrepresentations of actual events
or deliberate exaggeration of the reality on the ground.17
In April 2017, a Russian smear campaign against Craig Fleener, the Arctic policy adviser
of the government of Alaska, saw Russia media “reinterpret” Fleener’s comments at a Russian
conference to suggest Fleener thought Alaska would be better off under Russian leadership.18
Fleener was identified as a United States politician who was at odds with the US narrative on the
Arctic. These statements were then picked up by European press agencies before leading to
Russian media claims that both Hawaii and Alaska were seeking to separate from the US.
A leading NATO researcher has also warned that Canada should be prepared for Russian
interference in the 2019 federal election suggesting it would serve the purpose of helping to
destabilize the military alliance and hobble a nation Russia sees as interfering in their European
agenda’s. While it has been suggested these attempts are not related to the Arctic because of a
“spirit of cooperation” between Canada and Russia on this front, Janis Sarts, the director of the
NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence has warned that Russian co-operative
overtures on the Arctic should not be taken at face value.19
While these may seem in consequential in consideration of traditional military threats, in
the new information warfare domain the cumulative effect of these actions have a distinctive
impact on validating Russian claims and legitimizing Russian narratives. In the Arctic Nimmo
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and Lucas20 argue that Russian disinformation does not aim to inform but to “provoke doubt,
disagreement, and ultimately, paralysis.” In this context, “Russia has weaponized information,
turning the media into an arm of state power projection” and as a result is “destroying the
information space with disinformation.” The result is a destruction of trust which challenges
what Russia sees as the “reality-based political discourse” myth of the democratic West.21

China in the Arctic
On January 26, 2018 China issued its new Arctic Policy. The White Paper declared China
a “near-Arctic state” and a major stakeholder in Arctic issues. In the publication China
emphasized that it would follow all international laws but the paper made it clear that China
would use Arctic resources to pursue their nation’s interests.22 The January announcement was
not a first step by China to enter the Arctic arena rather more like a public coming out. From an
information warfare point of view it was setting the margins through a first party validator to an
already well established narrative supported by China’s “Three Warfares”. The same approach
China uses to challenge international interpretations in the South China Sea.23
The Three Warfares model (san zhong zhanfa) was introduced by the Central Military
Commission (CMC) in 2003 and acts as the guiding principle for information operations for the
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People’s Liberation Army (PLA).24 The concept is based on three interwoven strategies which
coordinate the use of strategic psychological operations, overt and covert media manipulation
and legal warfare intended to manipulate strategies, defense policies and perceptions of target
audiences abroad.25 China’s information warfare approach in the Arctic is focused on patience
and deception with core goals to advance its economic state, maintain national unity, improve
technological and military capabilities and increase regional and global influence without
fighting or alarming the West.26
China’s use of the “near Arctic” descriptor in its White Paper wasn’t a random choice of
words. It is part of a greater Chinese information warfare technique. China is using the
terminology to “build concepts, principles, vocabulary and justification for pursuing its
interests.”27 For China this language serves as a roadmap that will empower them to claim
interests in the Arctic and eventual legitimize historical claims and cultural and civilizational
‘contributions’.28
At the same time, China’s Central Committee Foreign Propaganda Group (CCFPG)
focuses on telling “good Chinese stories” in relation to the Arctic by “borrowing foreign press”
through influencing third party media and influencers to tell the Chinese story or by buying
advertorial pieces in key outlets like the New York Times or Washington Post.29 Key to this is
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the exploitation of the West’s information systems and open societal structures that allow China
to influence decision making process.
Much like Russia, China’s state run media, which are aggressively placing itself in
western markets, play a significant part in the distribution of fake news and the countering of
western media as fake news. These claims are exploited, amplified and perpetuated by social
media campaigns that can be traced back to China’s state council information office or
CCFPG.30 Unlike Russia that relies on bots or paid troll armies, China’s Communist party has
raised a troll army of real people, most of them young men, who voluntarily go online as digital
warriors and attack China’s enemies in strategic social media bombardments for no pay. Their
digital engagement following the release of the China’s Arctic policy in January was significant
and was critical in reinforcing key White Paper themes of legitimacy and necessity.31
Chinese information warfare takes a subtle approach and is all about finessing legal,
political, diplomacy and economic components of their narrative to validate long term objectives
through what appear to be legitimate partnering and development. Roger Robinson of the
Macdonald-Laurier Institute refers to China’s approach in the Arctic as the “long con”, equating
China to a conman who makes a large, long term investment of capital, time, and energy to get
the “marks” trust in order to get a bigger long term win. 32 Robertson suggests the 2013 decision
to grant China observer status to the Arctic Council was an important milestone along China’s
Arctic information warfare roadmap.
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Canada’s Challenge in the Arctic
Canada faces significant challenges in the North. As the 2015 Policy Paper by Adam
Lajeunesse suggests, the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) has had to “narrow its focus” to meet
the government’s Arctic sovereignty mandate within a limited resource envelope. Critical Arctic
procurement, structural development timelines as well as general resource challenges in the CAF
as a whole have created significant Arctic sustainment challenges.33 The incorporation of
increasing information warfare techniques by both Russia and China in the Arctic add another
challenge to Canada’s military engagement in the North.
In spite of these challenges Canada’s 2017 Defence Policy Statement34 did not perceive
any changes to the Arctic security environment in either threat perceptions or defence
requirements. It seemed to echo the March 2016 testimony of the Assistant Chief of Defence
Intelligence which reflected the presumption of threat in the Arctic when he said the CAF “do
not see a state actor that has both the capability and the intent to harm Canada militarily”.35
Despite these claims, Russian and Chinese information warfare campaigns, which are
non-traditional, non-linear hybrid threats, challenge Canada’s perception of what constitutes a
military threat. They also call into question how Canada assesses threats in consideration of nonkinetic indicators and in consideration of the power of information warfare to erode truth and
create a battlespace without a single militarized act of war.
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The impact on Arctic and Alliance Partners
The same challenge is being faced by other Artic nations and NATO Alliance nations as
they grapple with how to deal with Russian and Chinese actions in the Arctic. Information
warfare is exploiting the natural openness of democracies and using TV channels, civic groups
and NGOs, as well as the funding of political parties and economic actors as weapons in
belligerent foreign policy surrounding the Arctic.36
Much of the international response to date has been described as cerebral and cautious
with a tendency to focus on factual rebuttals. This approach is ineffective because neither China
nor Russia is concerned about winning factual arguments. Their goal is to spread confusion in
support of their own national power interests in the Arctic. Further, Jolanta Darkzewska’s paper
suggests that even if Western audiences only agree to believe there are two sides to an issue like
the Arctic narrative then Russia and China have won an important victory.37
A 2017 report by United Kingdom think-tank The Henry Jackson Society has urged
NATO to “urgently adopt an Arctic strategy and ensure a common approach to the region’s
security challenges” suggesting “a more sophisticated assessment of these activities and their
implications would aid the development of more effective policies.”38
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Conclusion
Information warfare is a critical component of Russian and Chinese actions in the Arctic.
The nations have employed strategic, multidimensional campaigns to reinforce their Arctic
interests and overall national power agendas. Their approaches are non-linear in nature and
employ all forms of manipulation of western open social, democratic and information practices
to co-opt narratives and pummel the information domain with false information and
misinformation in an attempt to validate and legitimize their Arctic claims.
The release of China’s Arctic White Paper and Russia’s aggressive engagement on Arctic
narratives suggest that while Canada and other Arctic and Alliance nations may not see the
Arctic as a setting for traditional warfare a battlespace has been established in the North.
Future considerations for Canada, Arctic and NATO Alliance nations could include
consideration of further study in the areas of enhanced data collection and analysis, strategic
counter narratives to Russian and Chinese propaganda and the use of micro-narratives to respond
to specific local audiences in unique settings. The exploration and possible employment of one
or all of these approaches offers some initial steps in considering national and international
responses to the many stories inside the narratives39 that are employed in the growing threat of
Arctic information warfare.
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